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Thresholds.
I stood on the threshold of the center hallway
in my grandmother’s house
like a fork in the road,
standing on the precipice
of rooms.
A nucleus.
A compass of devotions.
I heard the handle of the front screen door click into place.
I looked over, and remembered–
When my father died
(news of a body?)
two mothers of grade school classmates
dropped off condolences.
I remember looking through the screen door.
As they talked to us from the bottom of the steps
one of them was
laughing
quite
uncontrollably.
As we waited for it to be over
she would start up again,
whipping her neck back,
cackling at the sky.
You’ll have to forgive her, it’s just her reaction, the other mother casually rationalized.
Well, I guess it is sort of funny –
I have few recollections of when visitors actually stepped inside.
I remember looking at people standing on the steps
staring in,
talking through a half-open door,
mother and daughter quarantined
waiting.
4

I was fifteen then, and would often watch a VHS of “Interview with a Vampire” after homework.
Vampires can’t enter your home unless invited in, I imagined.

…there are people here

Cross-pollinating politeness and grief is slippery.
I always remember to proceed with extreme caution.
Prepare again (and again, and again).
Just in case, be ready to apologize for any inconvenience.
The train will move as soon as the one ahead of us clears.

5

***
As children, my sister and I were never allowed into my grandmother’s bedroom.
Sometimes, we would ask her if we could have chiclets (the colorful pack), and she would let us
get them from the purse on her nightstand. Palms sweaty, I was overwhelmed by the aura of
authority and knowledge infused into her belongings. It was a sacred and mystical place.
Now that threshold held no boundaries.
My mother appeared in the bedroom doorway, and motioned to me.
You should play her something from her youth. She’ll hear it.
After a short internal debate on what to put on, I searched for “romantic 1940s music” and
found a compilation of gentle songs. I placed the speaker next to her pillow, and sat back in a
wooden chair next to the bed.
“Please Believe Me” by Perry Como came on:
Someone lights up my heart like the sun,
And that someone is you, please believe me.
You're my starlight when daytime is done.
My darling, please darling, believe me.
…
No one loves with a love that I bring you
Please believe me, believe me, please do.
My eyes moved with the sound throughout the room, over the peeling blue wallpaper, over her
handmade white ruffled curtains, over the oxygen tank, over small oval picture frames, over
crocheted lace doilies, over packages of Depends, over dried roses. Most of the room hadn’t
budged for decades.
As my gaze fell onto the gritty texture of the wallpaper
I wondered about witnessing.
This place was the site of
handing-down
and a handing-off
now in my hands.

Did moments of my life even happen here? Did they absorb into the walls?
6

I swallowed the urge to expel any sounds.
This is normal, I thought.
Just cry.
Instead, the feeling fell into an existing realm inside of me.
I wanted to reach down and scoop it up to the surface
but I let it sink, deeply.
I knew the meaning of this instantly.
I knew it was searching.
It was swimming throughout my body
finding a hiding spot
finding a cavernous area
finding a small tear within me to burrow.
It is said, if you are a hearing person, that hearing will be the last sense to fade out when dying.
As I sat, and looked at her elderly (thankful it was elderly) body (thankful for a body), I felt a
deep shame in not preparing anything to tell her.

I couldn’t get it out of my mouth, but thought,
you helped make the world inside of me.

7

A dream.
I stood at the bottom of my grandmother’s bed. Her body was gone. In its place was an
oval stain. It seemed fresh – a deep burgundy hue. The only noise in the room was her
breathing. There was no sound of inhalation. Just a deep, forceful exhale every six seconds. I
didn’t understand where it was coming from. I stepped over to the side of the bed. I tilted my
head sideways and hovered my ear above the stain. I listened, but could not locate her.

8

Memory and the Enterable Past
…I think if we don’t know our past, there is no way we can live in the present properly,
and there is no way we can face the future. So, when all of these catastrophic events
take place, we tend to remember just the last one. So, our past really piles up behind
our backs, and we don’t really look at it, we don’t confront it…1
—Doris Salcedo
Navigating my memory has been an ongoing task. While moments in my personal
timeline are gouged with empty patches, other moments are as tactile and sensory as when
they first occurred. At times, memory is scrambled, as if I were trying to tune in to the right
radio station, faintly catching familiar sounds through the static, and underneath the constant
interruption of a louder frequency. Perhaps this could also apply to the collective experience of
memory; the distant sound peeking through, right below the louder frequency.
I often think of Stanley Kubrick’s film version of The Shining, in which moments of
history haunt the Overlook Hotel. These entities make themselves very much seen, becoming
part of the present, and working to interject themselves into the future. As Mark Fisher notes,
“the film refers to hauntology in the most general sense– the quality of (dis)possession that is
proper to human existence as such, the way in which the past has a way of using to repeat
itself.”2 The history of the hotel acts as a magnetic, all-consuming entity. The residue of the past
and its energy is described by the hotel’s Head Chef Dick Halloran to Danny, the young

1

Doris Salcedo, “Doris Salcedo: Memory as the essence of work,” filmed at the San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art, CA, video, 0:12, accessed May 14, 2020, https://www.sfmoma.org/watch/doris-salcedomemory-as-the-essence-of-work/.
2

Mark Fischer, “What Is Hauntology?” Film Quarterly 66, no. 1 (Fall 2012): 19, accessed May 14, 2020,
www.jstor.org/stable/10.1525/fq.2012.66.1.16.

9

character in the film. They connect over their psychic abilities (“shining,” as Dick Halloran’s
grandmother called it, also having the gift), and discuss the Overlook Hotel:
DANNY. Mr. Halloran, are you scared of this place?
DICK HALLORAN. No, I’m scared of nothing here. It’s just that you know some places are
like people…some shine, and some don’t. I guess you could say the Overlook Hotel here
has something about it that’s like shining.
DANNY. Is there something bad here?
DICK HALLORAN. Well, you know doc, when something happens, it can leave a trace of
itself behind…say like, if someone burns toast. Well maybe things that happen leave
other kinds of traces behind…”3

3

Scene transcribed by the author. The Shining, directed by Stanley Kubrick, screenplay by Stanley
Kubrick and Diane Johnson, featuring Danny Lloyd and Scatman Crothers, (Warner Brothers, 1980), DVD
(Warner Home Video, 2001).

10

The Familial and the Mystical
My upbringing around craft and the handmade is the foundation of my practice.
Activities such as sewing, cooking, and embroidery could not be separated from their function
in lineage, storytelling, ritual, and the recounting of familial pasts. These techniques also
demanded quiet, solitude, and discipline, while devoting hours to learning. Craftwork was
prized within the home, but did not travel beyond its walls.
As a second-generation Chicana raised in a Catholic household, I have felt a connection
to the work of Amalia Mesa-Bains. An important forbearer for me, Bains’ many explorations
include the space of home, identity, culture, and the sacred. In an installation like Curiositas:
The Cabinet, traces of furniture and the domestic are employed (fig. 1).

Figure 1. Amalia Mesa-Bains, Curiositas: The Cabinet, 1990. Image: CUNY Hunter Graduate Center
scanned slide library, accessed May 14, 2020, https://library-artstororg.proxy.wexler.hunter.cuny.edu/#/asset/SS36847_36847_34792200.
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Bains notes in Domesticana: The Sensibility of Chicana Rasquachismo that “like Patricia
Rodríguez’s, my work has centered on the duality and flux between private and public space.
The domestic tension this holds for us reflects the ambiguities of metaphor between the carnal
and the spiritual.”4 As an artist working from my own personal references, materials, and
memory spaces, her altars and installations serve as continual points of inspiration. Bains notes
that “devices of paradox, irony, and subversion are signs of the conflictual and contradictory
nature of the domestic and familial world in the work of Chicana artists. In domesticana
Chicana, the creation of a familial site serves as a site for personal definition for the artist.”5
In my childhood household, everyday objects and the handmade took on the role of
heirlooms within the family. Items were saved, passed down, and expected to be used.
Integrating this experience into my graduate studies, I have used items from the home such as
dish towels, bedsheets, pillowcases, pieces of clothing, and utensils. Many, if not most, have
been used by myself, a family member, or a member of my partner’s family.
Of course, as I grew older, objects took on further significance. On September 11th,
2001, my father was working in the World Trade Center. No remains of him have been found.
We combed through his personal items for DNA collection such as his toothbrush, combs and
razor. My father did not own many belongings. Holding one of his items,
I would think: is he here?

4

Amalia Mesa-Bains, “Domesticana: The Sensibility of Chicana Rasquachismo” in Chicana Feminisms: A
Critical Reader, ed. Gabriela F. Arredondo, Aida Hurtado, Norma Klahn, Olga Najera-Ramirez, and
Patricia Zavella (Durham: Duke University Press, 2003), 311.
5

Ibid., 306.
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Under the Surface
Over the past three years in the Hunter program, I have constructed my own patterns
from cropped moments in family photographs, such as my hands holding each of my parents’ in
Blindsided (fig. 2). I have also utilized patterns of different textiles and store-bought fabrics to
completely cover areas of walls and objects (fig. 3.1 and fig. 3.2). This had brought me to
inquiries of both camouflage and memory: is this gesture a concealment imposed from the
outside, or a preservation within? What is repeated, remembered, cyclical? In a similar fashion,
I began concealing spoons within the material of dish towels (fig. 4). This language of
internalization and repetition relating to that of memory became my primary interest.

Figure 2. Blindsided (detail), 2017. Wallet-sized photographs, dimensions variable.
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Figure 3.1. Swept Through, 2019. Fabric, broom, wood, speaker, dimensions variable.
Figure 3.2. Swept Through (detail).

The term haunted has often arisen when this visual choice is discussed. Perhaps a
haunting is an unfolding – something intangible, persistently surfacing. In The Poetics of Space,
Gaston Bachelard notes the metaphor of a shell to the home, and the psychic state of that
shelter:
A creature that hides and “withdraws into its shell,” is preparing a “way out.” This is true
of the entire scale of metaphors, from the resurrection of a man in his grave, to the
sudden outburst of one who has long been silent. If we remain at the heart of the image
under consideration, we have the impression that, by staying in the motionlessness of
its shell, the creature is preparing temporal explosions, not to say whirlwinds, of being.6

6

Gaston Bachelard, The Poetics of Space (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1969), 111.
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Figure 4. Origins, 2018. Personal dishtowels, measuring spoons, tablespoon, fabric, modeling paste,
thread, 16 in. x 9 in. x 0.5 in.

Obtaining the mark, or the indexical of a domestic space began to permeate my
explorations during my second year at Hunter. I performed experiments applying glue and
liquid starch onto family member’s pillowcases and bedsheets to obtain the imprint of a space
or object. I primarily chose wooden shutters and doors, emblematic conduits between the
interior and exterior (fig. 5). Experiencing the exhibition of Heidi Bucher’s work “The Site of
Memory'' at Lehmann Maupin in 2019 amplified these interests towards the end of the
semester. Like ghosts of architecture, her textured, wall-hanging latex fragments captivated me
(fig. 6).
15

Figure 5. Entry (detail), 2019. My partner’s grandmother’s pillowcases, powertex, glue, thread,
dimensions variable.

Figure 6. Heidi Bücher, Grande Albergo Brissago (Eingangsportal), 1987. Textile, latex, PVAc glue,
gouache, 152 in x 292 in x 36 in. (approx.), The Kraus Family Foundation, United States, accessed May
14, 2020, https://library-artstor-org.proxy.wexler.hunter.cuny.edu/#/asset/24916364.
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As described by Lehmann Maupin’s press release for the Heidi Bucher exhibition, “these
memory fragments represented both personal signification and a conceptual liberation from
the patriarchal past. As Bucher poetically summarized: ‘Rooms are shells are skins./Rooms are
skins are surroundings./Peeling off the skins are detachment from the past, from conventions
and other compulsions.’”7

7

Lehmann Maupin, “Heidi Bucher: The Site of Memory,” Press Release (2019), accessed May 14, 2020,
https://www.lehmannmaupin.com/exhibitions/heidi-bucher/press-release.
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Chamber
‘And all this never existed except in her imagination?’
‘She said that when she and father went up there, there wasn’t any little room at all like
it anywhere in the house; there was a china-closet where she had believed the room to
be.’8
—Madeline Yale Wynne, “The Little Room”
In Madeline Yale Wynne’s story “The Little Room” from 1895, a woman is haunted by a
mysterious space in her aunts’ home. Each time she visits during her lifetime, it drastically shifts
from her childhood playroom, to a wall with a china cabinet, and back again (it seems to
correspond with the presence of a man). 9 When the aunts are questioned, they confirm that
the room or cabinet (whichever is the current state) always existed. The woman’s daughter also
inherits this cyclical mystery after her mother’s passing. The main characters are constantly
faced with questioning their memory, as well as their romantic and familial relationships. This
type of fluctuation in physical and psychic space was of interest to me in developing a sitespecific work, and in transforming a pre-existing room.
My thesis installation is entitled Chamber.10 For the focal material of the installation, I
have chosen a cotton fabric with a tight, repeating floral pattern to mirror the calico print fabric

8

Madeline Yale Wynne, “The Little Room,” (Harper’s Magazine, 1895) In American Fantastic Tales:
Terror and the Uncanny from Poe to the Pulps, ed. Peter Straub (New York: The Library of America,
2009), 222. “Story of the Week,” Library of America, October 15, 2010, accessed May 14, 2020,
http://storyoftheweek.loa.org/2010/10/little-room.html.
9

Jeffrey Weinstock, "Queer Haunting Spaces: Madeline Yale Wynne and Elia Wilkinson Peattie," in Scare
Tactics: Supernatural Fiction by American Women (New York: Fordham University Press, 2008), 61,
accessed May 14, 2020, doi:10.2307/j.ctt13wzxbx.6.
10

Defined by Merriam-Webster as a public or private space, particularly a bedroom. It can describe a
hollow space or cavity, a legislative body, and the playing of instrumental ensemble music.
Merriam-Webster Dictionary, s.v. “chamber,” accessed May 14, 2020, https://www.merriamwebster.com/dictionary/chamber.
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often used throughout my childhood for décor, garments (popular in the 1980’s and 1990’s),
and quilting. Calico fabric has a long history prior to its usage in the States, though the aesthetic
associated with the material can harbor the mythos surrounding American westward expansion
and manifest destiny. During the 19th century, calico material had particular ties to favorability
among pioneer women for garments.11 Laundering was not always feasible, and the calico print
was functional for its ability to conceal debris and stains.12 Objects such as folding scissors are
affixed underneath the fabric, subtly revealing their contours (fig. 7). The tool which cuts,
resews, and reconfigures becomes out of reach and faintly perceptible. I am interested in this
representational duality: home as safety, and home as a trap.

Figure 7. Chamber (detail), 2020. Fabric, thread, folding scissors, glue, modeling paste, dimensions
variable.

11

Sara E. Quay, Westward Expansion, 1849-1890 (American Popular Culture Throughout History)
(Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 2002), 90-91, ebook,
http://books.google.com/books?vid=ISBN9780313312359.
12

Jane Violette, “Women’s Fashion in America: 1860-1910,” Unzipping the Past (blog), September 17,
2013, accessed May 14, 2020, https://unzippingthepast.weebly.com/blog/womens-fashion-in-america1860-1910.

19

As far back as I can recall, assimilation was an insidious term which permeated my
environment, emphasized by peers and authorities. It was a word which signaled cultural
repression and disappearance. Throughout adolescence, I understood that bigoted ideologies
were not solely held within a governing force. There was something equally as powerful and
hard to defeat; the sinister beliefs deep within my neighbor-citizen, cycling through
generations. What is truly frightening and unsettling is not distant; it is contained in what is
always around us.
I began to meditate on the objects I routinely utilize, and gravitated towards the
material choice of spoons. The spoon is the first utensil used for food outside of the body. I feel
the act of being fed can refer to what we consume on a psychic level, both in the familial and
public realms. For the piece Leftovers (fig. 8), the material of dish towels and hand towels is
transferred to the surface of the spoons, leaving a residue of the pattern and fiber behind. The
spoons are then placed in ordered rows over the surface of a wall, balancing between the
language of the familiar (i.e. a spoon rack) and the mystical. Spoons of varying size, age, and
function are selected. It is vital that multiple timelines exist in my work; that the past is working
within the present, and into the future.

20

Figure 8. Leftovers, 2020. Used, new, and personal spoons, dish towel and hand towel fiber, modeling
paste, dimensions variable.
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Halls, Passageways, and Other Realms
A dream:
I was following my grandfather through a series of maze-like, white, narrow hallways. All color
was desaturated. He was young – his image was what I’ve seen in pictures. I was finally led to a
room where my grandmother stood, also young. She pointed to a gaping black hole puncturing
the far corner of the space. It was as if the walls tore like the seams of a pocket, leaving everything
around it vulnerable to falling out. I was safe, but I could feel it’s pull.
My grandmother’s house, as well as in the home I grew up, held curious moments in
architecture. I was continually fascinated by crawlspaces, gaps between walls, openings in the
floor, and other spots concealed behind cabinet doors. These areas of mystery were not just
areas to hide or escape, but could perhaps be an entry point into a psychological or mystical
space. It was a comfort to know that these were thresholds which were impossible for a
stranger to pass through, or for a voyeur to watch.
I have been inspired by how these passageways or openings to the “other side”
within/around the home are visually addressed in film. Movies such as David Lynch’s Lost
Highway from 1997 and Poltergeist from 1982 have aided my reflection of how “home” can be
linked to the body and psychological space, or perhaps a portal through oneself. In Poltergeist
specifically, my fascinations lay within the film’s supernatural space which straddles two worlds,
existing within the house itself. At one point in Poltergeist, the youngest child Carole Anne
becomes lost in this in-between space. Later, after her mother is able to cross over and find
her, they are both then “birthed” out from a point in the house and back into the physical
realm. I also find it essential to meditate on how visuals in the film held the potential to amplify
metaphors for larger systemic issues like class, race, and capitalism. The film instead focuses

22

attention “toward spectacles of occult horror rather than the horror show of contemporary life
in the United States.”13
My interest in visually confronting and exploring types of psychological, domestic spaces
was enhanced by seeing Louise Bourgeois’ retrospective at the Guggenheim in 2008 (during my
final year of undergraduate studies). Bourgeois’ use of fabric and sewing had first caught my
awareness, and it was at this point that I began to discover her architectural “cells.” As
Bourgeois also worked from her own personal narrative, I find a particular artistic link to her
work such as Passage Dangereux (Dangerous Passage) from 1997 (fig. 9). For this piece,
Bourgeois created a cage-like form which fuses spaces and objects relating to Bourgeois’
personal timeline. Jerry Gorovoy, co-curator of “Louise Bourgeois: Twosome” at the Tel Aviv
Museum of Art, states that the structure symbolizes “the rites of passage.”14 Chairs suspend
from the ceiling and upper walls of the furthest room, which Gorovoy points out “relate to her
father, who had a collection of chairs. It’s a childhood memory of being young and going into
the attic and seeing this collection of chairs hanging in the attic as a young girl.”15 Rooms
entwine with memory spaces, and are transformed as signifiers for both bodily and
psychological transit.

13

Douglas Kellner, Media Culture: Cultural Studies, Identity and Politics Between the Modern and the
Post-Modern (London: Taylor & Francis Group, 1995), 134, ProQuest Ebook Central, accessed May 14,
2020, https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/huntercollege-ebooks/detail.action?docID=168224.
14

Jerry Gorovoy and Suzanne Landau, “A Walk Through Louise Bourgeois: Twosome at Tel Aviv Museum
of Art,” filmed 2017 at the Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Tel Aviv, Israel, video, 3:06, accessed May 14, 2020,
https://vimeo.com/241368451.
15

Ibid., 4:45.
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Figure 9. Louise Bourgeois, Passage Dangereux, 1997. Metal, wood, tapestry, rubber, marble, steel,
glass, bronze, bones, flax and mirrors, 104 in. x 140 in. x 345 in. (Private collection, courtesy Hauser &
Wirth),16 Image: CUNY Graduate Center scanned slide library, accessed May 14, 2020, https://libraryartstor-org.proxy.wexler.hunter.cuny.edu/#/asset/SS36847_36847_36038939.

16

Guggenheim Bilbao, “Passage Dangereux,” accessed May 14, 2020, https://bourgeois.guggenheimbilbao.eus/en/passage-dangereux.
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Part of the Furniture
A person or thing that has been somewhere so long as to seem a permanent,
unquestioned, or invisible feature of the landscape.17
—Lexico (Oxford Dictionaries)
In Poltergeist, there is a scene in which the ghosts stack kitchen chairs instantaneously
when the mother of the family, Diane, turns her back. Only Carol Anne sees the occurrence (fig.
10). In my own work, I am interested in the language of domestic objects such as chairs and
utensils, and their prospective roles in the household; particularly, when they are incongruent
to their prescribed function, displaced, or intervened with.

Figure 10. Heather O’Rourke and JoBeth Williams in Poltergeist, 1982. Photo, IMDB.com, web, accessed
May 14, 2020, https://www.imdb.com/title/tt0084516/mediaviewer/rm1608019200.

This is notable in the work of Doris Salcedo, an artist who has been an inspirational force
in my practice. Salcedo transforms everyday objects to explore the language of trauma, grief,
violence, and memory. As Salcedo has stated, “I believe that the major possibilities of art are

17

Lexico.com (Oxford Dictionaries), s.v. “part of the furniture,” accessed May 14, 2020,
https://www.lexico.com/en/definition/part_of_the_furniture.
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not in showing the spectacle of violence but instead in hiding it…it is the proximity, the latency
of violence that interests me.”18
Through working with materials such as domestic objects and cement, hair, and fiber,
absence becomes tangible. I am particularly interested in pieces such as La Casa Viuda I (The
Widowed House) (fig. 11), in which Salcedo fuses “narrow, weathered wooden doors,
combined with fragments of other furniture and embedded with cloth, zippers, and bones.”19
The weight and metaphor of her material choices is palpable. As Claudette Lauzon notes about
La Casa Viuda I in the book The Unmaking of Home in Contemporary Art, “Here, it is clear that
the door, that threshold between home and not-home designed both to open us out to the
world and to protect us from it in times of trouble, has been divested of its purpose, fixed to an
impermeable wall as if to underscore its own impotence.”20 It continues to be transformative
for me to see such labor-intensive pieces, and take note of the way Salcedo’s work
simultaneously embodies both magnitude and quiet.
In addition, I am drawn to how Salcedo’s placement and transformation of everyday
objects like Noviembre 6 y 7 (fig. 12) takes the private, intimate nature of the domestic and
confronts the public sphere. The piece “reference(s) the 1985 storming of the Colombian High
Court by M-19 guerillas…Noviembre 6 y 7, a two-day performance marking the fifty-four hours

18

Doris Salcedo interview with Santiago Villaveces-Izquierdo, “Art and Media-tion: Reflections on
Violence and Representation,” in Cultural Producers in Perilous States: Editing Events, Documenting
Change, ed. George E. Marcus (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997), 238.
19

Claudette Lauzon, The Unmaking of Home in Contemporary Art, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
2017), 118, accessed May 14, 2020, www.jstor.org/stable/10.3138/j.ctt1whm8v6.8.
20

Ibid., 118-120.
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of battle in 1985, entailed the glacially slow lowering of hundreds of wooden chairs down the
Palace of Justice.”21

Figure 11. Doris Salcedo, La Casa Viuda I (detail), 1992-1994. Wooden door, wooden chair, clothing, and
thread, 22.8 x 23.5 x 15.18 in. (Worcester Art Museum, MA, Gift of the Friends of Contemporary Art),
Image © Worcester Art Museum. The Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago, accessed May 14, 2020,
https://www3.mcachicago.org/2015/salcedo/works/la_casa_viuda/.
Figure 12. Doris Salcedo, Noviembre 6 y 7, 2002. 280 wooden chairs and rope, site-specific performance
at the Palace of Justice, Bogotá, Colombia. Photograph: Sergio Clavijo. The Museum of Contemporary
Art, Chicago, accessed May 14, 2020,
https://www3.mcachicago.org/2015/salcedo/works/noviembre_6_y_7/.

21

Claudette Lauzon, The Unmaking of Home in Contemporary Art, (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,
2017), 123, accessed May 14, 2020, www.jstor.org/stable/10.3138/j.ctt1whm8v6.8.
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Breathing Signals
Every sound we make is a bit of an autobiography. It has a totally private interior yet its
trajectory is public. A piece of inside projected on the outside.22
—Ann Carson, “The Gender of Sound”
Throughout my time at Hunter, I have been experimenting with sound in relationship to
my sculptural forms. In my ongoing project I Sound Like My Mother, I place contact mics on my
throat as well as my mother’s throat, and record our breathing, internal vibrations, and voices.
This project has fueled a series of questions: what does it mean to sound like someone, to carry
on their voice? What can I learn in hearing our breathing through this method?
A few months ago, while putting this project on hold, I heard the whistle of a tea kettle.
Previous to her death in September 2018, my grandmother drank tea religiously, using her
kettle multiple times per day. Hearing it now brought me beyond the memory, and instead
sounded like a call. Or, perhaps, an everyday scream. This was the origin of the sound
performance Breathing Signal, which activates the installation Chamber. This performance
involves a 20th century wooden chair from my mother’s house, a teakettle, speaker, laptop, and
throat microphone. Seated in the chair, I use the kettle as a vessel to breathe, executing a
series of breaths into the spout and body (fig. 13).
In the performance I wear a tactical throat microphone, also known as a
laryngophone.23 This device picks up the vibrations of the throat, and is often used in situations

22

Ann Carson, “The Gender of Sound,” in Glass, Irony and God (New York: New Directions Publishing
Corporation, 1995), 130.
23

Jason Goldthwaite, “Throat Microphones – Then and Now,” Sensear (blog), accessed May 14, 2020,
https://www.sensear.com/blog/throat-microphones-then-and-now.
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in which voices can be whispered and still detected (particularly in military and law
enforcement).24 The air being forced into the spout and kettle body creates the whistle typically
instigated by boiling water. Simultaneously, the throat microphone amplifies my throat sounds,
breathing, and swallowing noises out of a speaker. In this sense, my internal body is also being
exposed.

Figure 13. Breathing Signal, 2019. Throat microphone, 20th century wooden chair, teakettle, speaker,
laptop. Sound performance.

There is a component of grief in this gesture. Grief is a pain that demands to be felt; it
lingers indefinitely, woven into the fibers of life. Judith Butler notes in Precarious Life: The
Powers of Mourning and Violence that vulnerability and grief is feared and considered a sign of
weakness in the American psyche, particularly in regards to war and 9/11 (grief which continues

24

“For instance, Special Forces military teams can use throat microphones as a tactical advantage by
being able to communicate without giving away their location.” Jason Goldthwaite, “Throat
Microphones – Then and Now,” Sensear (blog), accessed May 14, 2020,
https://www.sensear.com/blog/throat-microphones-then-and-now.
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to be exploited to endorse violence). She argues that embracing grief and vulnerability can be
key to collective unity:
When grieving is something to be feared, our fears can give rise to the impulse to
resolve it quickly, to banish it in the name of an action invested with the power to
restore the loss or return the world to a former order, or to reinvigorate a fantasy that
the world formerly was orderly.
…If we stay with the sense of loss, are we left feeling only passive and powerless, as
some might fear? Or are we, rather, returned to a sense of human vulnerability, to our
collective responsibility for the physical lives of one another?25
In Breathing Signal, voice is notably absent, yet straining to be heard.

25

Judith Butler, Precarious Life: The Powers of Mourning and Violence (London: Verso, 2006), 29-30.
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Letters from Home: Notes During the Covid-19 Pandemic
From personal experience of overnight change, “our new reality” is simply reality.
I consider home in the current collective consciousness.
I take note of descriptions on social media: stuck at home, trapped inside, isolated.
What if there is no home?
What if home is a place of danger, constant isolation, true incarceration?
I think about good-byes, the inability to embrace, the space for mourning.
I developed the prose piece “Thresholds” in the Spring of 2019, which appears in the beginning
of this thesis document. I described the unforeseen and disorienting amount of time my
mother and I spent indoors in 2001, waiting to learn any information about my father’s
disappearance, through the line: “mother and daughter/quarantined.” At the time, I felt
quarantined to be an accurate descriptor of a space formed through disconnect and alienation.
In my experience, grief is often treated as a contagion. A revulsion to mourning makes it seem
as though it could spread and infiltrate. Quarantined seemed to draw the most evident
boundary between the public and private; an unmistakable threshold. As the word now
encircles our daily lives, I feel a new magnitude in reading the word in text.
***
I often think about Eva Hesse’s “Untitled Statement” from 1969, where she discusses
her expectations, and what she has learned through her work: “....is it possible?/I have learned
anything is possible. I know that.”26

26

Eva Hesse, “Untitled Statement,” in Art in Process IV (Finch College, 1969); reprinted in Lucy Lippard,
Eva Hesse. (New York: New York University Press, 1976), 165.
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My last experience of my studio space at Hunter College was on St. Patrick’s Day, 2020. I
grabbed spoons, thread, a few tools, dishtowels, and any other small materials I could fit in a
reusable bag. With the other hand, I carried my lightweight Singer sewing machine. With the
uncertain future of our thesis exhibition and an unknowable date of return in mind, I hoped it
would be enough.
Before entering Hunter College in the Fall of 2017, my studio practice was in my
apartment for approximately 8 years. As a result, my domestic space and art space were fused.
Transitioning to a studio environment, I was able to take on concepts and material choices
which clicked previous explorations into place. Now, towards the end of this 3-year graduate
journey, I have been brought back to the space of daily life. Since my domestic space and
psychological space are now in constant dialogue, it seems only fitting to utilize the
architectural attributes, personal objects, and furniture of my apartment to continue to create
my thesis installation. Home will one day be carried outside.
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